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Urban public space is the essence of urban physical environment. The edge space
of settlements as one of the city's space subsystem has unique status. The city blocks
are magnified in the spatial patterns of gated community. A large number of public
space between blocks is transferred to the inside of communities. Meanwhile, the
public accessibility is reduced and the interface of community is fuzzy and weak ties.
This essay based on the analysis and summary of the typical gated communities,
summed up the related concepts of edge space and introduced the theories of typology
to classify and explore the edge space of gated community. Meanwhile, the aim of the
essay is to explore the new visual to find the design method of different types of edge
space of gated community, which can improve the boundary effect. All these practices
will stimulate the vitality of city streets and promote the interaction between edge
space and cities, thereby to make a positive contribution to the city .The detailed
contents are as follows:
Firstly, the design patterns of edge space of gated community are summarized by
using typological classification. The spatial effects and social effects are analyzed to
found and establish the assembly system of edge space of gated community under the
different levels, which purpose is to create a positive and friendly model of edge
space of gated community.
Secondly, the modes of edge space of gated community are build according to
the summary of prototype and their assembly system. Then, the design method
reference of edge space of gated community that adapted the modern socio-economic
status will be provided by logical reasoning the prototype.
In a word, the design philosophy of edge space of gated community by typology
is created to guide the space evolution of gated community and promote the
sustainable development of physical environment and human environment of public
space in the city in this essay.
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